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**Reviewer's report:**

Minor essential revisions:

This is a well written paper. The authors found surprisingly that MSA treatment induces apoptosis without affecting survivin expression in PC3-M cells and have exploited the finding to demonstrate that additional survival knock down in PC3-M cells sensitizes the cells to growth inhibitory effects of MSA.

Few concerns may be addressed

- Fig 5B, increased activation of caspase-3 in combined group is unconvincing although seems statistically significant. Authors may consider discussing alternate mechanisms

- Fig 6: While both selenium and sh-survivin significantly reduce tumor growth, the combined synergistic effect on growth inhibition is less convincing. It is unclear from the figure, whether the combined growth was significantly different compared to sh-survivin alone

Recent SELECT trial in prostate cancer prevention was not a positive study. Authors may consider discussing their data in context of recent results.
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